
Aritco Home Lifts. 
Inspiration for your home. 
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A home lift means so much 

more than just moving 

from one floor to another. 

It is about enjoying a 

better life or hold-

ing on to the good 

things in life.

 Like a Belgian couple 

we know. They had been living in their house for 

28 years, but now the stairs had become a barrier 

and they felt forced to sell their beloved home. By 

chance they got to hear about Aritco’s lifts. 

An Aritco home lift changed their lives 

and allowed them to remain in 

their home.

Or another couple in their for-

ties that we met at a trade fair looking for new 

stairs for their house. They saw our stand with its 

home lifts – a world away from stairs. A new 

concept became possible for their floor 

plan and it was a solution they opted for 

on the spot!

 

Aritco is a Swedish company founded in 1995. Since 

then we have grown to become one of the world 

leading home lift manufacturers.

 

The Aritco Home Lift provides freedom where previ-

ously floor plans and stairs had been a hindrance. 

The lifts have evolved from being a practical problem 

solver into a useful furniture. A home lift makes 

everyday life easier when you 

need it, and it adds 

an elegant touch to your home. Good design and 

styling have the power to change life for the better.

 

You can expect a warm welcome from us here at 

Aritco and our partners. With thousands of custom-

ers, questions and answers we know exactly 

what our lifts can do for you. We are con-

vinced you will know soon, as well.

Increase quality of life.
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Part of your interior design. 
 We have designed our home lifts with your home in mind. We know that every 
home is unique. Therefore we have put great emphasis on making a good looking lift 
that is adaptable to your interior and your personal style. You have a great variety of 
materials and appearances to choose from in order to make your home lift unique. It 
can be a nice piece of furniture in the centre of your living room, or it can be almost 
invisible and discreetly blend into the interior.
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 A spectacular piece of furniture.
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 A spectacular piece of furniture.
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Integrated as a part of your home.
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Integrated as a part of your home.
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 To understand just how ingenious our home lifts really are you need to know a little 
about conventional lifts. A conventional lift requires machinery above and a deep pit beneath 
the lift. It requires a pre-built shaft and the installation may take several weeks. Those 
operations cost money, use up space and could mean that the lift ends up in a part of the 
house which is far from comfortable or convenient.
                            
  Our home lifts use a much smarter design – in effect a large screw 
which makes the lift move up and down. All machinery fits inside the 
lift walls. This means our lifts do not need any space for neither pit nor 
machinery; they can be placed directly on the floor practically anywhere.  
Since our home lift does not have a traditional cabin we have maximised 
the internal space and minimised the external dimensions. And the 
installation is so much simpler and quicker. The complete lift is installed 
in just a couple of days.

Much smarter than conventional lifts.
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 A home lift adds style and comfort to your home. But there’s one important 
thing you need to know, because all this talk about advantages may bring you to 
think our home lifts are expensive. Well, they’re not.

 The price can be compared to a bathroom renovation or a new kitchen. We 
promise you that the great majority of our customers are pleasantly surprised when 
it comes to price. It’s lower than you think for several reasons; our modern, efficient 
production is in Sweden; we are a world leader; we sell many lifts; and our lifts enjoy 
a smart design. All-in-all this means our customers find our home lifts very good 
value for money.  

Style and comfort to 
a good price.
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Aritco 4000 Aritco 6000
Platform width ..580-1080 mm
Platform length .......... 805 mm

Platform width ....... 900-1100 mm
Platform length .... 1040-1480 mm

Models that suit your needs.
 We provide two different models of home lifts. The major difference between the 
ranges is size. What they have in common is quality, comfort and the freedom to choose 
how they will look like. 

 Aritco 4000 is the smallest, most compact home lift on the market. It is designed to 
meet every requirement for comfort, space and style. It’s available in several different 
sizes to fit your home.

 Aritco 6000 is our most versatile home lift with great possibilities to choose different 
appearances and styles. You can choose between several different sizes, materials, glazing 
and colours. This is the choice for anyone wanting to express their own personal touch.
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 We have designed a couple of smart and innovative tools to help you imagine a lift in your own home. Design 
your lift with different materials and options in our tools LiftGuide and Aritco3D. You can then use a photo of your 
home interior and place the virtual lift into the photo in a very realistic way. Or use Augmented Reality to see the 
lift appear in your room on your iPad in real-time. 
Visit www.homeliftstudio.com to learn more or go to www.aritcohomelifts.com for even more inspiring pictures of 
how others have placed Aritco Home Lifts in their homes.

Build your own interactive home lift.
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How to obtain a home lift.

1.

2.

3.

Read and be inspired by our brochures.

On our site www.aritcohomelifts.com you can 
visualize your lift in your own environment. You will 
also find your closest Aritco Certified Partner.

The Aritco Certified Partner will help 
you to choose  the right model, sort out 
measurements, tax reduction etc
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4.

5.

6.

When all details are agreed, we’ll send you an 
offer. Once it’s approved, we’ll start building 
your own home lift.

Congratulations! Your new Home Lift 
is now ready.  Invite your friends and 
neighbours to enjoy it with you.

Your new home lift will be delivered to 
your house and our Certified Partner will 
install it in a couple of days.

Some lifts in this brochure may have been adjusted after installation and may include options not provided by Aritco. 
For exact and current information about our product range we refer to the latest release of Aritco Product Catalogue.
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Aritco is a world-leading manufacturer of platform lifts and home lifts. It has more than 25 000 lifts 
installed in more than 40 countries worldwide. Aritco sells its lifts through Aritco Certified Partners, 
experts in installing and maintaining Aritco lifts.   
Read more at www.aritco.com or www.aritcohomelifts.com

Certified partner:


